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(54) REAR SURFACE PROJECTION TYPE DISPLAY DEVICE

(57) A rear projection display device capable of re-

ducing the depth of a display device itself, comprising

an optical engine 2, first, second, third reflective minrors

3, 4, 5 arranged at such positions as to be easily held

integrally with each other, a fourth reflective mirror 6, a

plane reflective mirror 7 for turn-back of light flux, and a

screen 8.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to a rear projection dis-
play device so adapted as to receive an Image projected
(rom an Image projector (an optical engine) on a rear
surface of a screen and to project image light toward an
observer positioned In front of the screen.

Background Art

[0002] Fig. 1 0 Is a schematic view Illustrating a struc-
ture of a conventional rear projection display device
The rear projection display device comprises an image
projector (an optical engine) 102, a projection lens 1 03
a reflective mirror 104 and a transmissive diffusion
screen 1 05 in a case 1 01 , Image light projected from the
image projector 102 is projected and magnified through
the projection lens 1 03, reflected on the reflective mirror
104 and received on a rear surface of the translucent
diffusion screen 1 05. An observer can watch the image
in front of the diffusion screen 105. This type of the rear
projection display device has an advantage in that up-
sizing of a screen Is easily achieved in comparison with
display devices using a direct view cathode-ray tube
[0003] In order to realize upsizing of the screen the
above-mentioned rear projection display device re-
quires either using the projection lens 103 with a high
magnification or extending an optical path between the
image projector 102 and the screen 1 05. The projection
lens has a limit to magnification under present circum-
stances. When providing a projection lens of a high
magnification, the case 1 01 increases its depth depend-
ing on the arrangement of the reflective mln-or, leading
to the difficulties In slimming. When extending the opti-
cal path between the image projector 102 and the
screen 1 05, the case 1 01 increases its depth depending
on the arrangement of the reflective mirror, leading the
difficulties in slimming as well.

[0004] On the other hand, JP 111458/1998 A (Int. CI
G02B 17/00) discloses another conventional rear pro-
jection display device including an image fomiing sys-
tem comprised of three reflective mirrors having curved
surfaces.

[0005] The image fonning system comprises a first re-
flective min-or whose reflective surface is spherical and
concave in shape, a second reflective mirror whose re-
flective surface is aspherical and convex in shape, and
a third reflective mirror whose reflective surface is as-
pherical and convex in shape. Image light optically mod-
ulated in a liquid crystal panel is reflected on the first to
thjrd reflective min-ors In sequence and irradiated on the
screen.

[0006J The optical path is folded up by the first, sec-
ond and third reflective mirrors, therefore the depth of
the case can be reduced.

[0007] To make the case slimmer, however, Image

tight should be emined at an angle with respect to the
screen, specifically; a main light beam of the Image light
should be emitted at an angle with respect to a normal
to the screen. Under the circumstance, It Is difficult to
achieve power an-angement of reflective mirrors enough
to correct aberrations such as astigmatism and coma
only by aspherical components of the second and third
reflective mirrors.

[0008] The mirror unit for forming and projecting im-
'0 age comprised of the first to third reflective mirrors is an

optical pan having a same function as that of a general
projection lens. Considering effteiency of adjusting op-
erations in assembling processes of the device posi-
tioning accuracy of each mirror, and dust-resistance ef-

^5 feet. It is preferable to shorten the distance between mir-
rors and integrally hold the mirrors in a holding body
[0009] Each of the first to third mirrors, however, is
placed m close to a front or rear side of the case When
each of the reflective mirrors Is held by an integral mech-
anism, a holding system becomes big. Therefore It is
difficult to hold the mirrors and place a dust-resistance
mechanism by using the integral mechanism
[0010] In an example of a rear projection display de-
vice comprising an image displaying liquid crystal panel
of about

1
inch diagonally anranged in the optical engin

e

and magnifying and projecting an image onto a 50 inch
diagonal screen, the spacing between mirrors requires
20-30cmwithconsideration given to thepowerarrange-
ment of each mirror and image forming performance

30 such as MTR Therefore, it Is difficult to integrally hold
every mirror. Also another problem is found in assem-
bhng efficiency of the rear projection display device po-
sitioning accuracy of the mirrors, and dust-resistance ef-
fect.

35 [001
1 ] Generally, one of the biggest problems of a re-

flective-type image forming optical system incorporating
a reflective min-ors is interference between reflected
light flux and members in the device, in the display de-
VKe using three reflective mirrors, the light flux which
ravels from the first reflective mirror to the second re-
flective mirror, passes in proximity to the upper part of
the optical engine, which may cause interference be-
tween the light flux and the holding system for the image
forming members. That places constraint on a design of
the holding system and the mirror optical system This
invention was made to solve the above-mentioned prob-
lems and has an objective to reduce the depth of the
display device.

[001 2] Also, this invention has an objective to provide
a rear projection display device capable of sending im-
age light to a magnifying and projecting system without
being cut off by the optical engine or the lil<e

[001 3J Further, this invention has an objective to re-
duce the depth of the rear projection display device by

55 projecting image light at an angle with respect to the
screen without fomiing the first reflective min-or in an
aspherical shape which is complicated to manufacture
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Disclosure of Invention

[001 4] This invention comprises an optical engine in-

cluding an image forming unit for forming image infor-

mation by spaciously modulating intensity of a light flux

from a lightning unit including a light source, a first re-

flective mirror In a rotation-symmetric concave shape ar-

ranged opposite to the optical engine to receive the light

flux from the optical engine, a second reflective mirror

in a rotation-symmetric convex shape arranged oppo-

site to the first reflective mirror, a third reflective mirror

in a rotation-symmetric convex shape arranged oppo-

site to the second reflective mirror, a fourth reflective

mirror in a rotation-symmetric convex shape arranged

opposite to the third reflective mirror, a plane reflective

mirror arranged opposite to the fourth reflective mirror,

and a screen on which an image from the plane reflec-

tive mirror is displayed. The second reflective mirror is

in a position in proximity to an upper part of the optical

engine and closer to the first reflective mirror than the

optical engine is.

[0015] The first, second, third reflective mirrors may

be held in an Integrated holding system.

[0016] The described invention adopts four curved

mirrors in all including the new curved reflective mirror

arranged In proximity to the upper part of the optical en-

gine, thereby preventing interference of the light flux re-

flected between reflective mirrors and the optical en-

gine. Also the invention can improve assembling effi-

ciency of the rear projection display device and position-

ing accuracy of the reflective min-ors and have dust-re-

sistance effect by integrally holding the new reflective

mirror arranged in proximity to the optical engine and

other reflective mirrors around it in the holding system.

[001 7] The rear projection display device according to

the invention comprises an optical engine which optical-

ly modulates light emitted from a light source on the ba-

sis of image information and emits the modulated light,

and projecting means for magnifying and projecting the

emitted light from the optical engine at an angle to a rear

surface of the screen. In the rear projection display de-

vice which an image is observed from a front surface of

the screen
,
projecting means comprises an image fomn-

ing system including a plurality of curved reflective mir-

rors and an auxiliary lens compensating the cun/ed re-

flective mirrors for aberrations.

[0018] According to such a structure, an Image light

emitted from the optical unit Is magnified and connected

for aben-ation by the projection means including the plu-

rality of curved reflective mirrors and the auxiliary lens,

and emitted at an angle to the screen.

[001 9] The invention is characterized by that the aux-

iliary lens is arranged between the optical unit and the

first curved reflective mirror to which the light emitted

from the optical unit is first irradiated.

[0020] According to such a structure, power of the first

curved reflective mirror which requires the highest ac-

curacy is compensated by the auxiliary lens. Although

the image light emitted from the optical unit is magnified

in sequence as the image light travels closer to the

screen, the auxiliary lens can be small because it is ar-

ranged between the optical unit and the first curved re-

5 flective mirror where the light flux passing through is the

smallest.

[0021 ] The image fonning system of projecting means

comprises a first curved reflective mirror having a con-

cave surface opposite to the light flux from the optical

10 unit, a second curved reflective mirror having a convex

surface opposite to the light flux from the first curved

reflective mirror, a third curved reflective mirror having

a convex surface opposite to the light flux from the sec-

ond cun^ed reflective mirror and an auxiliary lens ar-

15 ranged on an optical path from the optical unit to the first

curved reflective mirror.

[0022] According to such a structure, an image light

emitted from the optical unit passes through the auxiliary

lens, is reflected on the first cun/ed reflective mirror, the

20 second curved reflective mirror and the third curved re-

flective mirror in this order and is irradiated on the

screen

.

[0023] Also the invention is characterized by compris-

ing a first curved reflective min^or having a spherical re-

25 flective surface and an aspherical auxiliary lens.

[0024] According to such a structure, the spherical re-

flective surface of the first curved reflective miror Is

formed with high accuracy as well as the auxiliary lens

which compensates aspherical components. The reflec-

30 tive surface and the auxiliary lens can be accurately

formed by a conventional polishing method, because

the reflective surface of the cun/ed reflective mirror is

spherical in shape and the auxiliary lens is relatively

small.

35 [0025] The invention is characterized by that the sec-

ond and third curved reflective mirrors have aspherical

reflective surfaces.

[0026] The second and third curved reflective mirror

can be fonmed by a conventional polishing method, be-

40 cause they are big in comparison with the first curved

reflective mirror and require moderate accuracy.

Brief Description of Drawings

45 [0027]

Fig 1 is a cross sectional view illustrating a sche-

matic structure of a rear projection display device

according to a first embodiment of the present in-

50 vention.

Fig, 2 is a view illustrating a schematic structure of

an optical engine of the rear projection display de-

vice in Fig. 1

.

Fig.3 is a perspective view showing an example

55 where the first, second, third reflective mirrors are

held in a holding member in one-piece.

Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view enlarging a screen

structure of the rear projection display device In Fig.

3
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1

Fig. 5 is a table showing an optical structure of re-

H*Fig^'""^°^^
°' ^®^''P^°j®ction display device

Pig. 6 is a cross sectional view illustrating a sche-
matic structure of a rear projection display device
according to a second embodiment of the present
invention.

Fig. 7 Is a table showing an optical structure of re-
flective mirrors and an auxiliary lens of the rear pro-
jection display device in Fig. 6
Fig. 8 is a schematic cross sectional view illustrating
a rear projection display device with a 50-inch
screen to which the structure In the first embodi-
ment is applied.

Fig. 9 is a schematic cross sectional view illustrating
a rear projection display device with the 50-inch
screen including an optical engine comprised of
lenses.

Fig. 1 0 is a cross sectional view illustrating a sche-
matic structure of a conventional rear projection dis-
play device.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

10028] Now a description Is made about this Invention
by referring to the attached drawings.

[First Embodiment]

[0029] Fig. 1 is a cross sectional view illustrating a
schematic structure of a rear projection display device
according to the present invention. Fig. 2 shows a sche-
matic structure of an optical engine of the rear projection
display device in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 is a perspective view
showing an example of a state where first, second, and
third reflective mirrors were held in a holding member
Fig. 4 IS a cross sectional view enlarging a screen struc-
ture of the rear projection display device in Fig 1

[0030] A rear projection display device in the first em-
bodiment comprises, as shown in Fig. 1. an optical en-
gine 2 for generating image light, a screen 8 on which
the image light is irradiated to form an image, a projec-
tion optical system for guiding the image light emitted
frorn the optical engine 2 to the screen 8. and a case 1
for holding these components integrally.

[0031] The projection optical system comprises first
to fourth reflective mirrors 3. 4, 5. 6. which are aspherical
reflective mirrors, havethefunctlons of magnifying pro-
jecting, and forming image, and are placed on a same
axis, and a fifth reflective min-or 3, which Is a flat reflec-
tive mirror and is placed perpendicular to an optfcal axis
to fold up the Image light.

[0032] A feature of the first embodiment Is that the
functions of magnifying, projecting, and forming image
are perfomied by an optimal disposition of power of
three convex reflective min-ors and a spherical reflective
mirror instead of two convex aspherical reflective mir-

rors and a concave aspherical reflective mirror.
[0033] A reflective surface of the first reflective mirror
3 IS spherical concave and arranged opposite to a part
of the optical engine 2 from which an Image light Is emit-
ted^ The second reflective mirror 4 is aspherical convex
and arranged opposite to the first reflective mirror 3 in
the case

1 The third reflective mlrror5 Is aspherical con-
vex, like the second reflective mirror 4, and arranged
opposite to the second reflective mirror 4 In the case 1

J^V^T .?"^"^^ ^ aspherical convex, like
the third reflective mirror 5, and arranged between the
third reflective mirror 5 and the screen 8. The fifth re-
flective mirror 7 is a flat plate and arranged above the
hird reflective mirror and parallel to the screen 8
[0M4] The optical engine 2, as shown in Fig. 2 is one
o three-plate type optical engines and comprises a met-
al halide lamp 21 having a reflector 21a. a first dichroic
mirror 22 selectively reflecting light in a wavelength
band corresponding to red and transmitting light In other
wavelength band, a second dichroic mirror23 selective-
ly reflecting light In a wavelength band corresponding to
green and transmitting light in other wavelength band
first to third liquid crystal panels 27r, 27g, 27b opticalh;
modulating each color light separated on the first and
second dichroic mirrors 22 and 23 on the basis of image

.
information, and a dichroic prism 28 synthesizing each
color light modulated on the first to third liquid crystal
panels27r. 27g, 27b.

[0035] The white light emitted from the metal halide
30 lamp 21 is reflected on the reflective minor 21a Then

^"'^ '"^'^'^ «9M eliminated
at an UV/IR filter (not shown), and the white light is irra-

^ ^" of 45» .

« \
' 22 selectively reflects

light having red component (thereinafter it Is referred to
red light) in the irradiated white light. The reflected red
light IS reflected on the first reflective mlrror24 andthen
irradiated to the first liquid crystal panel 27r. After opti-

40
°" "quid crystal panel 27r on

the basis of red image infomiation. the red light is inci-
dent to the dichroic prism 28 for color synthesis
[0037] Meanwhile, light having other color compo-
nents is transmitted through the firef dichroic mirror 22
and then is irradiated to the second dichroic mirror 23« at an angle of 45°

.

[0038] The second dichroic mirror 23 selectively re-
flects light having green component (thereinafter it is re-
ferred to green light) in the irradiated colored light The

50 If?7?lr^"
'"^"^^'^ "^""1 crystal pan-

el 27g After optically modulated on the second liquid
crystal panel 27g on the basis of green image infomia-
tion, the green light is Incident to the dichroic prism 28
for color synthesis.

[0039] Light having blue component (thereinafter it is
referred blue light) is transmitted through the second di-
chroic minor 23. then is reflected on the second and
Jird mirror25 and 26 in sequence, and irradiatedto the
third liquid crystal panel 27b. After optically modulated

4
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on the third liquid crystal panel 27b on the basis of blue

Image Information, the blue light is Incident to the dich-

role prism 28 for cotor synthesis.

[0040] Each of color lights incident to the dichroic

prism 28 is synthesized together to emit color image

light.

[0041 ] The image light emitted from the dichroic prism

28, as shown In Fig. 1 , is emitted slantly up to right and

Irradiated to a first reflective mirror 3 In a spherical con-

cave shape. The image light Irradiated to the first reflec-

tive mirror 3 is reflected on the second to third reflective

mirrors 4, 5, 6 In an aspherlcal convex shape in se-

quence and Irradiated to the fifth reflective mirror 7 In a

flat shape. The irradiated image light to the fifth reflec-

tive mirror 7 is corrected for an aberration such as astig-

matism and a comatic aberration by the lens function of

the first to fourth reflective mirrors 3 to 6, and is magni-

fied at the same time. The Image light reflected on the

fifth reflective mirror 7 Is irradiated on a bacic surface of

the screen 8 to fonn an image thereon.

[0042] As shown in Fig. 4, the screen 7 includes a

~ fresriel lens screen 8rfofmed"with acrylic resin and a

lenticular lens screen 82. A surface of the fresnet lens

screen 81 on the incident side is flat, and a surface for

emitting light Is made with a plurality of protrusions in a

loop shape. A surface of the lenticular lens screen 82

on the incident side is flat and a surface for emitting jight

is made with a plurality of protrusions in a semi-cylindri-

cal shape.

[0043] After the image light reflected on the fifth mirror

7 is irradiated at an angle to the back surface of the fres-

nel lens screen 81 , the fresnel lens 81 corrects the angle

of the Image light with its lens function and emits the

image light. The image light emitted from the fresnel lens

is irradiated to the back surface of the lenticular lens

screen 82 to form an image thereon by the aid of the

diffusing function of the lenticular tens screen 82.

[0044] In the display device using three aspherlcal

mirrors as above-mentioned, a light flux passing through

between the first min^or and the second mirror may in-

terfere the holding system for the image fomiing unit be-

cause the light flux passes in proximity to the upper part

of the optical engine 2. This imposes restrictions in de-

sign regarding to the mechanism and the mirror optical

system.

[0045] Hence the first embodiment resolves the

above-mentioned problem by an optimal disposition of

power of four reflective mirrors as keeping perfonmance

of the projection mirror unit. Indicated as follows are con-

ditions of restriction to resolve the problems.

D/H^O.65 (1)

3.2 ^ f™/fa ^ 4.3 (2)

d1 + d2 S D (3)

D := distance between the rear mirror and the screen

5 H = height of the screen

U23 - synthetic focal length of the first, second, third re-

flective mirrors

fa = entire focal length (synthetic focal length of the first

to fourth reflective mln^ors)

10 d1 = distance between the first reflective mirror and the

second reflective mirror

d2 = distance between the second reflective mirror and

the third reflective mirror

[0046] The projection mirror system can be thinner by

'5 satisfying the conditional expressions (1) and (2). The

first, second, third reflective mirrors 3, 4, 5 can be ar-

ranged close to each other by satisfying the conditional

expression (3), which allows the min^ors to be integrally

held.

20 [0047] In the above.-mentioned structure, three reflec-

tive mirrors 3, 4, 5 which are an-anged closely to each

other can be held by an integral holding system 30 as

shown in Fig, 3. The first refiective mirror 3, the second

reflective mirror 4, and the third reflective mirror 5 are

25 fixed to the holding body 30.

[0048] The holding body 30 has a window 31 through

which a light flux from the optical engine 2 passes. A
support section 30a is provided to install the first reflec-

tive mirror 3 in a rotation-symmetric convex shape at the

30 position where is opposite to the window and light flax

is introduced. A support section 30b is provided at a po-

sition where is opposite to the first reflective mirror 3 and

on the upper part of the optical engine 2 to install the

second reflective mirror 4 in a rotation-symmetric con-

35 vex shape. A support section 30c is provided at a posi-

tion where is opposite to the second reflective mirror 4

to install the third reflective mirror 5 in a rotation-sym-

metric convex shape.

[0049] The reflective mirrors 3, 4, 5 are accurately in-

40 stalled to the holding body 30 by respectively fixing them

to the support sections 30a, 30b, 30c of the holding body

30.

[0050] The use of the holding body 30 has advantag-

es to maintain assembling efficiency and positioning ac-

45 curacy of m irrors

.

[0051 ] In this structure, the reflected light from the first

reflective mirror 3 is reflected again on the second re-

flective mirror 4 just before reaching the optical engine

2. Hence, a light flux, which is supposed to pass over

50 the optical engine 2, travels further upward, and a large

amount of clearance for providing a mechanism above

the optical engine 2 can be secured. Generally an ad-

justment system for installing an image forming element

or the like are provided on the optical engine 2, and such

55 a system projects from the upper part of the optical en-

gine 2 in many cases. The first embodiment has advan-

tages in design of systems such as the adjustment sys-

tem orthe like and in design of reflective min^ors forcon-

5
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trolling a light flux and preventing the light flux from in-
terference.

[0052J It is also possible to prevent image contrast
from degrading caused by dust by placing a dust-resist-
ant plate made of transparent materials on the upper
part on the integral holding system in Fig. 3.

[0053] Although there is no mention about the shape
of the reflective mirrors having curved surfaces In the
first embodiment 1 . the mirrors basically should have an
area large enough to reflect a light flux. Preferably, the
reflective mirrors should be circle rather than rectangu-
lar in consideration of processing cost of the mirrors.

10054] Further to the description of the first embodi-
ment of the invention, Fig. 5 is detailed data on the struc-
ture of the image forming system designed in accord-
ance with this invention, fa is a focal length of the entire
system. Each d1

.
d2. and d3 is the center-to-center liner

distance between the first and the second reflective mir-
rors, the second and the third reflective mirrors, and the
third and the fourth reflective mirrors. As to data of each
surface of mirror, each surface number con-esponds to
the first to the fourth reflective mirrors respectively. K,
A, B, C, and D respectively correspond to coefficients
of expression 1 expressing the shape of the aspherical
reflective min-or. Data of Fig. 5 is obtained under the con-
dition of fa=10.6, d1=74.5. d2=104.5, d3=252.5,

[Expression 1]

[0055]

2 = ch'

1+Vl-(1+k)c^h^
+ Ah^ + Bh^ + Ch^ + Dh^°

[0056] According to the first embodiment, the rear
projection display device including the reflective-type
image forming optical system can avoid interference be-
tween light flux reflected by the reflective mirrors and
the optical engine. Holding integrally a reflective mirror
in proximity to the optical engine and the other reflective
mirrors around it allows to improve assembling efficien-
cy and positioning accuracy of the reflective mirrors and
to arrange the dust-resistance system.

[Second Embodiment]

[0057] Fig. 6 is a cross sectional view showing a sche-
matic structure of a rear projection display device ac-
cording to a second embodiment of the present Inven-
tion.

[0058J A rear projection display device of the second
embodiment comprises, as shown in Fig. 6. an optical
engine 2 for generating image light, a screen 8 on which
the image light is irradiated to fonn an image, a projec-
tion optical system for introducing the Image light emit-
ted from the optical engine 2 to the screen 8, and a case

1 for holding these components integrally.

[0059] The projection optical system comprises first

second, third reflective mirrors 3a. 5a. 6a and an auxil-
iary lens 9.

5 [0060] A reflective surface of the first reflective mirror
3a is spherical concave and arranged opposite to a part
of the optical engine 2 from which an image light is emit-
ted. The second reflective mirror 5a (corresponding to
the third reflective mirror 5 in the first embodiment) is

10 aspherical convex and arranged opposite to the first re-
flective mirror 3a in the case 1 . The third reflective mirror
6a (corresponding to the fourth reflective mirror 6 in the
first embodiment) Is aspherical convex, like the second
reflective mirror 5a. and arranged between the first re-

^5 flective mirror 3a and the screen 8 in the case 1 The
fourth reflective mirror 7 (corresponding to the fifth re-
flective mirror 7 in the first embodiment) is a flat plate
and arranged above the second reflective mirror5a and
parallel to the screen 8.

20 [0061] The optical engine 2, as described in the first

embodiment and shown In Fig.2, is one of three-chips
types.

[0062] Image light emitted from a dichroic prism 28
as shown in Fig. 6, is emitted slantly up to left, passes

25 through the aspherteal auxiliary lens 9 and is irradiated
to the reflective mirror 3a in a spherical concave shape.
The image light irradiated to the first reflective mirror 3a
is reflected on the second and the third reflective mirrors
5a, 6a in aspherical convex shapes in this order and ir-

30 radiated to the fourth reflective mirror 7 of a flat plate.
Then, the Irradiated image light to the fourth reflective
min^or 7 is corrected for an aberration such as astigma-
tism and a comatic aberration by the optical power de-
pending on shapes of the first, second, third reflective

35 mirrors 3a. 5a, 6a and the auxiliary lens 9, and is mag-
nified at the same time. The first, second, third reflective
min^ors 3a, 5a, 6a and the auxiliary lens 9 is so designed
as to build an optical structure as shown in Fig. 7.

[0063] The image light reflected on the fourth reflec-
40 tive mirror 7 is irradiated to the back surface of the

screen 8 to form an image.

[0064] After the image light reflected on the fourth re-
flective min-or 7 is in-adiated at an angle to the back sur-
face of the fresnel lens screen 81 , the angle of the image

45 light IS corrected by the lens function and emitted. The
image light emitted from the fresnel lens is irradiated to
the back surface of a lenticular lens screen 82 to form
an image by the aid of the diffusing function.

[0065] As described above, the auxiliary lens 9 ac-
50 cording to the second embodiment comprises aspheri-

cal components required of the first reflective min-or 3a
which should have the most accurate surface. There-
fore, it is possible to form the well-accurate first reflec-
tive min'orSa by polishing.

^5 [0066] Thelightfluxismagnifiedinsequenceafterbe-
ing emitted from the optical engine 2. The auxiliary lens
9 Is arranged between the optical engine 2 and the first
reflective mirror 3a where relatively thin light flux passes

6
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through, therefore, the auxiliary lens 9 can be made

small with high-accuracy by polishing.

[0067] Although, in the second embodiment, the first

reflective mirror 3a of a spherical concave shape, the

auxiliary lens 9 of an aspherical shape for compensating

the first mirror, and the second and third reflective mir-

rors of aspherical convex shapes 5a, 6a are used as

members of the projection optical system, the system is

not limited to the members and may use three or more

curved reflective mirrors.

[0068] Although, in the second embodiment, the aux-

iliary lens 9 is arranged between the optical engine 2

and the first reflective mirror 3a to compensate the as>

pherical component of the first reflective mirror 3a, the

auxiliary tens 9 may be an-anged either between the first

reflective mirror 3a and the second reflective mirror 5a

or both.

[0069] According to the embodiment 2, the auxiliary

lens comprises aspherical components required of the

curved reflective mirror which should have the highly ac-

curate surface, thus it Is possible to form the well-accu-

rate curved reflective mirror by polishing, resulting in im-

provement of reliability of the device.

[0070] Now descriptions are made about a dimen-

sional relationship of a rear projection display device

with a 50-inch diagonal screen which applies the Inven-

tion in the first embodiment and a rear projection display

device with a 50-inch diagonal screen and an optical en-

gine comprising lenses to perfonm magnification, pro-

jection and image formation instead of the first to third

reflective mirror 3, 4, 5 in the first embodiment. Fig. 8 is

a schematic cross sectional view showing a rear projec-

tion display device with a 50-inch diagonal screen which

applies the invention of the first embodiment. Fig. 9 is a

schematic cross sectional view showing a rear projec-

tion display device with a 50-inch diagonal screen and

an optical engine comprising lenses. As shown in Fig.

9, image light, which is emitted from an optical engine

2a comprising lenses to perform magnification, projec-

tion, and image fomnation instead of the first to third re-

flective lenses 3, 4, 6 is reflected on a flat reflective mir-

ror 2b and a fourth reflective mirror 6 of an aspherical

convex shape, then irradiated to the fifth reflective min^or

7 of a flat plate. The image light reflected on the fifth

reflective mirror 7 is Irradiated to the back surface of the

screen 8 to form image. When the depth of the rear pro-

jection display device in Fig. 8 is 30 mm, its height needs

1400 mm. When the depth of the rear projection display

device in Fig. 9 is 30 mm, its height needs 1600 mm.
Thus, the rear projection display device applying the in-

vention of the first embodiment which comprises four re-

flective mirrors can be smaller.

Industrial Applicability

[0071] As described above, this invention is suitably

applicable to a slim display device which receives a pro-

jected imagefrom an image projection device (an optical
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engine) on a bacic surface of a screen and emits the Im-

age light toward an observer positioned in front of the

screen, for example, a large and slim display device and

a large and slim television device.

Claims

1 . A rear projection display device comprising:

•

an optical engine comprising an image forming

unit for forming image Information by spacious-

ly modulating intensity of light flux from a light-

ing unit including a light source;

a first reflective min'or in a rotation-symmetric

concave shape arranged opposite to the optica!

engine to receive the light flux from the optical

engine;

a second reflective mirror in a rotation-symmet-

ric convex shape arranged opposite to the first

reflective mirror;

a third reflective mirror in a rotation-symmetric

convex shape arranged opposite to the second

reflective mirror;

a fourth reflective mirror in a rotation-symmetric

convex shape arranged opposite to the third re-

flective mirror;

a plane reflective mirror arranged opposite to

the fourth reflective mirror; and

a screen on which an Image from the plane re-

flective mirror Is displayed, wherein

the second reflective mirror is in a position in

proximity to an upper part of the optical engine

and closer to the first reflective mirror than the

optical engine is.

2. The rear projection display device in claim 1 , where-

in

the first, second, third reflective mirrors are

held integrally in an integrated holding system.

3. A rear projection display device comprising:

an optical engine which optically modulates

light emitted from a light source on the basis of

image Information and emits the modulated

light; and

projecting means for magnifying and projecting

the image light from the optical engine at an an-

gle to a back surface of a screen, and

the image is observed from a front surface of

the screen; wherein

the projecting means comprises an image

forming system including a plurality of curved

reflective mirrors and an auxiliary lens compen-

sating the curved reflective mirrors for aberra-

tions.

7
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4, The rear projection display device according to

claim 3, wherein

the auxiliary lens is arranged between the op-
tical unit and the first curved reflective mirror to

which the light emitted from the optical unit is first s

irradiated.

5. The rear projection display device according to

claim 3, wherein

the image forming system of the projecting io

means comprises a first curved reflective mirror

having a concave surface opposite to the light flux

from the optical unit, a second curved reflective mir-

ror having a convex surface opposite to the light flux

from the first curved reflective mirror, a third curved 15

reflective mirror having a convex surface opposite
to the light flux from the second curved reflective

mirror and an auxiliary lens arranged on an optical

path from the optical unit to the first curved reflective

mirror. 20

6. The rear projection display device according either

of claim 4 or 5, wherein

the first curved reflective mirror has a spheri-

cal reflective surface and the auxiliary lens is as- 25

pherical.

7, The rear projection display device according to

claim 4, wherein

the second and third curved reflective min'ors 30

have aspherical reflective surfaces.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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8

jncident light

from the fifth

reflective mirror 7

F7g. S

surface data
I

f,= 10.6 d,=74.5 d2=104.5 d3=252.5 Fno=6.3

12
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7

optical structure of first, second, third reflective mirrors 3a 5 6
and an auxiliary lens 9 *

'

s Radius Thickness Glass

liquid crystal panel 27 Inf 32
incident surface Inf 10 ASP

auxiliary Iens9

Inf

BK7
emitting surface 142 ASP

first reflective mirror 3a 240.4 250

second reflective mirror 5a 356.8 230 ASP

third reflective mirror 6a -169.7 520 ASP
screen 8 Inf

*data of aspherical surface

lens 9 :S1 k=43276. a=2.43E-6. b=8.36E-10

c=-1.14E-n. d=4.71E-16

S2 k=1 6541. a=2.34E-6. b=-2.48E-9

c=-2.42E-12. d=-3.77E-15

second reflective mirror Sa: k=1 9.1 6. a=1.26E-7. b=9.07E-1

2

c=-3.27E-14. d= 1.0 IE- 17

third reflective mirror 6a: k=-7.89, a=5.96E-9, b=-7.08E-14

c=1.71E-19. d=2.94E-24
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Fig. 8
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F'/G. 9
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Fig. lO
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